The Schoenflies Theorem in n dimensions has been proved by both Marston Morse [4] and Morton Brown [l] subject to the shell hypothesis [4] , Morse's proof leads to C^-diffeomorphisms. We now prove the following Schoenflies Theorem for polyhedra without the shell hypothesis.
THEOREM l. 2 Let P n~~l be a combinatorial (n -\)-sphere in a euclidean n-space E n , and let N be an arbitrary neighborhood ofP n^1 . Then E n can be mapped onto itself by a homeomorphism h which is a C^-diffeomorphism on E n -N and which maps P n~x onto a euclidean (n -1) -sphere
The proof commences with a modification of a procedure due to H. Noguchi [5] yielding an e-isotopy of E n carrying P n_1 , on D n , into a polyhedron Q n~l , admitting a transverse vector field. A neighborhood of Q n~l is fibred by C 00 -(n-1)-spheres, which permits a completion of the proof with the aid of Morse's methods [4] . His exceptional interior point can be relegated to N. The proof is inductive, requiring a partial assumption of Theorem 1 in the next lower dimension.
COROLLARY. Given a 8>0, E n admits a ô-isotopy ht (O^rgl) such that (1) h t is the identity on the unbounded component of E n -N, (2) h t (P n~l ) CD n (t>0) and (3) ht(P n~l ) is a C*-{n-\)-sphere (t>8).
We will call a combinatorial w-manifold smoothable or nonsmoothable according as it is or is not compatible with a differentiable structure. 
